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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the developments of the new isocell quasi-
Monte Carlo ray tracing method for thermal analysis. The ra-
tionale for this research is the speed-up of radiative heat transfer
computation with the Finite Element Method, widely used in me-
chanical engineering especially for space structure design but not
yet often for thermal analysis of these structures.

Based on Nusselt’s analogy, the ray direction sampling is done
by sampling the unit disc to derive the ray directions. Strati-
fied sampling is applied to the unit disc that is divided into cells
or strata into which random points are generated. The isocell
method relies on cells that have the particularity of presenting al-
most the same area and shape. This enhances the uniformity of
the generated quasi-random sequence of ray directions and leads
to faster convergence. The isocell method is associated with dif-
ferent surface sampling to derive REFs. The method is bench-
marked against ESARAD, the standard ray tracing engine of the
thermal analysis software used in the European aerospace indus-
try. Various geometries are used. In particular, one entrance baffle
of the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) instrument developed at
the Centre Spatial de Liège in Belgium is presented. The EUI
instrument of the Solar Orbiter European Space Agency mission
and will be launched in a 0.28 perihelion orbit around the Sun in
2018.

INTRODUCTION

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is widely used in mechani-
cal engineering, in particular for space structure design but not yet
often for thermal engineering of space structures where the finite
difference method (lumped parameter or network-type method) is
still dominant [1, 2]. However, present thermal analysis software

too frequently involve awkwardness and error-prone manual in-
put because of the lack of interaction with CAD and FE models
and quite deficient pre- and post-processing user interfaces [2–
6]. Despite this, the reason why FEM is not generally used is
twofold: first because the radiation couplings computation, which
are necessary for radiative heat transfer, is extremely expensive,
and second due to their lack of flexibility to simulate custom spe-
cific operations (e.g. thermal control components such as heaters,
heat-pipes,...) [4]. The second reason is mainly an implementa-
tion issue and would probably not involve any major difficulty.
The present paper focuses on the first and main reason.

Mathematical models of thermal systems involving non-
negligible radiative heat exchanges require the computation of the
radiative exchange factors (REFs). Able to deal with realistic sur-
face properties, the most general and efficient method to compute
REFs is Monte Carlo ray tracing [7–9].

NOMENCLATURE

Fi j [-] View Factor between surface i and surface j
Bi j [-] Radiative Exchange Factor between surface i

and surface j
θ [rad] polar angle
φ [rad] azimuthal angle
r [-] ray direction
A [m2] Surface area
∆B [-] RMS error on the REFs
∆T [K] RMS error on the temperatures
Nd [-] Number of directions
No [-] Number of origins
Nrays [-] Total number of rays
N f [-] Number of faces
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Combined with FEM, this method becomes however very com-
putationally expensive due to the large number elements compos-
ing a FE model and the large number of rays to be fired to have
meaningful REF results. Furthermore, REFs between finite ele-
ment external facets involve handling huge non-sparse matrices
which is again computationally demanding. Two approaches can
be considered to alleviate these problems: reduce the number of
rays fired from each face for a given accuracy and confidence level
and/or decrease the number of faces by grouping the FE external
facets into super-faces. This paper focuses on the first approach
and presents the developments of the isocell method aiming at ac-
celerating the convergence and increasing the accuracy of the ray
tracing.

MONTE CARLO RAY TRACING

To compute REFs in complex geometries, classical analytical
and numerical quadrature methods become rapidly inefficient if
not impossible. On the contrary, the complexity of Monte Carlo
methods increases linearly with the size and complexity of the
problem. They are therefore well suited to the REF computation.
Monte Carlo applied to ray tracing consists in tracing the history
of statistically meaningful samples of photons (or photon bundles
called rays) from their point of emission to their final absorption.

Monte Carlo methods were introduced in nuclear engineering
during the 1940s and were first used for solving thermal radiation
problem in the early 1960s by Fleck [10] and Howell [11, 12].
In the aerospace industry, the Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT)
method was introduced in the 1970s with the NEVADA code [2].
Nowadays, it is part of most of the realistic radiative heat transfer
software.

Monte Carlo ray tracing can be used to compute the view fac-
tors but it also offers the advantage to enable the direct computa-
tion of the radiative exchange factors, taking into account multi-
ple reflections/transmissions and real surface properties, without
adding too much complexity.

If Ni rays (or photon bundles) are emitted from the surface i
among which Ni j rays are absorbed by surface j either directly or
after any type/number of reflections/transmissions, the radiative
exchange factor Bi j between surface i and surface j can be written:

Bi j = lim
Ni→∞

Ni j

Ni

∼=
Ni j

Ni

∣∣∣∣
Ni>>1

(1)

The view factor Fi j is obtained similarly by considering only di-
rect absorption without any reflection or transmission of any kind.
The basic concept of Monte Carlo method is that the number of
rays must be large enough to be statistically meaningful so that the
REF tends towards the correct answer. As any stochastic method,
the results will vary randomly around the correct answer and the
amplitude of the fluctuations decreases as the number of samples
increases. Typical Monte Carlo convergence process is shown
in Figure 1. The random samples are generated with pseudo-
random generators, whose sequences are usually initialized with a
seed. One given seed generates a determined sequence of pseudo-
random numbers.

seed 1

seed 2

theoritical value

Number of rays

Figure 1 Typical Monte Carlo ray tracing process convergence.

The inconvenient of crude Monte Carlo techniques is their rela-
tively low convergence rate: the error being inversely proportional
to the square root of the number of rays [13–16]:

error ∝
1√
Nrays

(2)

To compute the exchange factors between one surface and the
surrounding surfaces, the rays must be distributed both over the
directions and over the emitting surface area, in the same way
that the view factor computation involves a double integration,
first over the absorbing surface A j then over the emitting surface
Ai:

Fi j =
1
Ai

∫
Ai

∫
A j

cosθi cosθ j

πr2
i j

χi jdA jdAi (3)

χi j is the line-of-sight factor (1 if the two surfaces are mutually
visible and 0 otherwise) and ri j the distance between dAi and dA j.

Two separate samplings need to be performed: the direction
sampling of the unit hemisphere and the spatial sampling of the
emitting surface. Direction sampling of the unit hemisphere leads
to the pointwise view factor which is then integrated over the
emitting surface with the surface sampling. The isocell method
focuses on the development of an alternative direction sampling
scheme aiming at increasing the convergence rate and accuracy
of the ray tracing process. The effect of several spatial sampling
schemes will also be analysed.

ISOCELL DIRECTION SAMPLING

Random distribution

The basic and most common ray emission direction sampling is
based on the cosine emission law (Lambert’s cosine law [17]) for
perfectly diffuse surface. In that case, the polar angle θ and az-
imuthal angle φ can be derived from two pseudo-random numbers
Rθ and Rφ in [0,1] through Equation 4 [9, 15].

θ = arcsin
√

Rθ φ = 2πRφ (4)
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For each pair of pseudo-random number (Rθ, Rφ), the ray di-
rection is simply given by Equation 5.

r(θ,φ) = [sinθcosφ sinθsinφ cosθ]ᵀ (5)

Based on Nusselt’s analogy [18], Malley [19] proposed an
equivalent method to generate the ray directions by sampling the
unit disc. Nusselt’s analogy states that the pointwise view factor
between a point P on surface i and a surface j is equal to the area
of its orthographic projection1 divided by π (ratio of the projected
area to the area of the unit disc). After sampling the unit disc
with uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers, each point
on the unit disc defines a direction by projecting it back to the
unit hemisphere. Figure 2 depicts Nusselt’s analogy and Malley’s
method. With this method, the ray directions are obtained through
Equation 6 where φ is given by the Equation 4 and r is a random
variable uniformly distributed in [0,1]. Equation 6 is equivalent
to 5 since r = sinθ.

r(r,φ) =
[
r cosφ r sinφ

√
1− r2

]ᵀ
(6)

Figure 2 Nusselt’s analogy with orthographic projection (left)
and Malley’s method (right).

It is worth noting that the hemi-cube method [20] also derives
from Nusselt’s analogy but presents some disadvantages recalled
in [21].

Low-discrepancy sequences

One way to increase the accuracy and convergence rate of the
ray tracing is to use quasi-Monte Carlo methods [13, 22]. Instead
of being based on a sequence of pseudo-random numbers, the
quasi-Monte Carlo method relies on low-discrepancy sequences.
Such sequences offer the advantage of better uniformity over the
integration domain. The Sobol sequence has already been used in
reverse Monte Carlo ray tracing problems [23] and proved to be
efficient. Another low-discrepancy sequence used in quasi-Monte
Carlo simulations is the Halton sequence [24].

1The orthographic projection is composed of a projection on the unit sphere
centered on point P and an orthogonal projection onto the plane of tangent to the
surface i and point P

Stratified sampling

Another way to enhance the uniformity of the distribution over
the hemisphere is to use stratified sampling [13, 22, 25]. Strat-
ified sampling is another type of quasi-Monte Carlo method and
consists in dividing the integration domain into strata that are ran-
domly sampled independently. In [21], stratified sampling is ap-
plied to the hemisphere (referred as stratified hemisphere method)
by dividing it along its parallels and meridians. To do so, the unit
disc is divided into concentric rings of equal area and therefore
corresponding to equal elementary view factors (from Nusselt’s
analogy). Each ring is then divided in equal sectors, based on
meridians.

This particular stratified sampling leads to a better convergence
rate τ (defined in Equation 7) of the view factor computation (0.75
instead of 0.5 for crude Monte Carlo).

error ∝ N−τ
rays (7)

Masset et al. showed in [26] that because the cells of the unit
disc in this method have very different shapes (although they have
the same area), the method behaves poorly in some particular con-
figurations. This is the origin for the development of the isocell
method to generate strata with more uniform aspect ratio.

Stratified sampling: isocell method

The need for a division of the unit disc into cells having both
similar area and shape (aspect ratio) led to the development of
the isocell method [27]. The method and properties of the cells
are described in details in [26] and briefly recalled here. After
being divided into n equally spaced rings as it was done in the
stratified hemisphere method described above, each ring is not
divided in the same number of cells anymore but in a number of
cells increasing linearly with the ring radius.

If n is the number of rings and N1 the number of cells dividing
the initial central ring (actually a disc), the total number of cells
is given by Equation 8:

Ncells = N1

n

∑
i=1

(2i−1) = N1n2 (8)

It was shown in [26] that the cell shape factor β defined as the
ratio between the square of the cell perimeter and its area was
minimum for N1 = 3: β |N1=3 = 16.01 (16 for a square and 4π

for a disc). Compared to [26], one random point within each cell
instead of taking the center of the cell. This technique is called
jittering [28] and is used to avoid potential aliasing.

Figure 3 compares the different unit disc sampling strategies.
Stratified sampling schemes (based on isocell and the one from
[21] based on meridians and parallels) and Halton sequence all
give visually better results than crude random. Stratified sampling
based on meridians and parallels ([21]) however shows some con-
centration of the points near the centre of the unit disc.

To assess the uniformity of the different unit disc sampling
methods, the Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the sample
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(a) Random (b) Isocell

(c) Halton sequence (d) Stratified hemisphere

Figure 3 Unit disc sampling with ≈ 200 origins with the differ-
ent sampling schemes: random, isocell, stratified hemi-
sphere and Halton sequence.

points is computed for each method. The distribution of the rela-
tive Voronoi cells area2 is analysed. Figure 4 shows the distribu-
tion for the four sampling methods, using 104 sample points. To
reduce the variations due to the randomness of the process, each
curve results from the average of 100 runs. It confirms the re-
sults visually observed in Figure 3. The random sampling leads
to a standard deviation of the relative Voronoi cells area of 0.53
that is twice as much as the isocell (0.25), Halton (0.23) distribu-
tions. The stratified hemisphere lies in between with a standard
deviation of 0.33.

Application of isocell direction sampling to pointwise view fac-
tor computation

As mentioned before, the sampling of the unit disc (and hemi-
sphere via Malley’s method) is used to generate the pseudo or
quasi-random ray directions. This direction set can be used di-
rectly with Equation 1 to compute the pointwise view factor by
checking if the ray intersects the given face.

The pointwise view factor with a rectangle is computed with
the different sampling techniques presented above and compared
to the analytical solution [9]. Figure 5 shows the results and each
data point corresponds to the average of 500 runs with its associ-
ated standard deviation. The solution obtained with the ray tracing
engine of the European Space Agency thermal analysis software

2Voronoi cell area multiplied by the number of origins and divided by the area
of the unit disc, π
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Figure 4 Typical distribution of the relative Voronoi cells area as-
sociated with the sampling of the unit disc (104 samples)
for random, isocell, stratified hemisphere and Halton se-
quence sampling.

ESARAD [29] is also plotted. As presented in [15], ESARAD
is based on a crude Monte Carlo ray tracing process and gives
identical results to crude MCRT re-implemented in Matlab R©. All
three other quasi-MCRT techniques present lower mean error and
better convergence rate. As expected, the convergence rate of
crude Monte Carlo method tends to 0.5 while the quasi-MCRT
schemes converge faster (rate approaching 0.75). The non-smooth
behaviour of the stratified hemisphere method is explained by the
poor uniformity of the sampling near the pole of the hemisphere,
as explained above and in [26]. A convergence rate of 0.75 in-
volves that each time the number of rays is multiplied by 2, the
mean error is divided by 1.7 as opposed to 1.4 with a 0.5 conver-
gence rate.
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crude Monte Carlo τ = 0.50
ESARAD τ = 0.49
Isocell τ = 0.74
Halton sequence τ = 0.79
stratified hemisphere τ = 0.80

Figure 5 Evolution of the error of the point to rectangle view fac-
tor in function of the number of rays for the different
sampling schemes. Error bars give the average and cor-
responding standard deviation based on 500 runs.
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SURFACE SAMPLING

In the previous section, direction sampling was analysed and
the pointwise view factor computed. To compute radiative heat
transfer between finite surfaces, the integration over the emitting
surface has to be performed. Again, numerical integration can be
done by sampling the emitting surface. Different schemes are in-
vestigated and compared: random (i.e. pseudo-random) sampling,
quasi-random sampling, uniform sampling, Gauss points sam-
pling with associated weights (Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule).

For a total number of rays Nrays fired from a surface, Nd di-
rections and No surface sampling points (origins) must be gener-
ated. The number of rays (directions) per origin is noted Nd/o.
If the number of origins is the same as the number of directions,
one ray (one direction) is fired from each origin and Nd/o = 1,
Nrays = Nd = NoNd/o. A global direction sampling is thus per-
formed and each ray direction is associated to one origin.

Figure 6 Representation of the geometry used for the benchmark-
ing with perpendicular quadrangles.

If multiple rays are fired from each origin (Nd/o > 1), either
local direction sampling is performed at each origin or a global
direction sampling is distributed among the origins. The differ-
ent strategies are tested and compared in the case of the radiative
exchange factor between the two quadrangles in perpendicular
planes shown in Figure 6. Each quadrangles is a single surface
over which the spatial sample points (origins) are generated. In
this example, the emittance of both faces is set to 0.8 with a dif-
fuse reflectivity of 0.2 (no specularity). The reference solution is
the one obtained with ESARAD with a high number of rays (108).

Figure 7 compares the convergence of the different surface
sampling strategies in function of the total number of rays and
for different number of origins (with local isocell direction sam-
pling). Each curve is obtained by averaging the results over 500
runs. For any number of origins, random spatial sampling gives
poorer results than Halton sampling. Halton sampling exhibits
better results than ESARAD for sufficiently large number of ori-
gins. If the number of origins is above 100, the convergence rate
is higher and the error is lower than ESARAD as it was for the
pointwise view factor. Above a certain threshold, if the number
of origins keeps on increasing, the initial error starts increasing
as well because the number of directions is not sufficient any-
more. Too few origins leads to scarce spatial sampling and too
many origins leads to scarce direction sampling. Uniform sam-

pling is very similar to Halton sampling. The Gauss sampling
strategy gives the best results for low number of origins thanks
to the Gauss-Legendre quadrature weighting of each origin. Now
that the saturation effect due to too few origins is overcome by
Gauss-Legendre weighting, the effect of having too many origins
leading to scarce direction sampling is clearly observed.

For 500 origins, the Gauss, uniform and Halton sampling
strategies are almost equivalent and are all better than ESARAD.
For instance, to get 0.2% accuracy on the REF, all three sam-
pling strategies require almost 10 times less rays than ESARAD.
For low number of origins, the Gauss sampling strategy presents
even higher gain: almost 15 times less rays required to get 0.5%
accuracy (with 10 origins) and this gain is increasing if the re-
quired accuracy is lower (30 for 0.2%) since the convergence rate
is higher. The convergence rate τ defined in Eq. 7 ranges between
0.68 and 0.72 for the Gauss sampling and is 0.7 for the uniform
sampling with 500 origins.

While still superior to ESARAD (τ= 0.5), the convergence rate
is lower than in the pointwise view factor case. This is due first to
the multiple diffuse reflections for which directions are randomly
generated and second to the isocell distribution that is fragmented
among the origins.

Figure 9 shows the results obtained with Gauss spatial sampling
combined with Halton direction sampling. Halton direction sam-
pling gives slightly better results and shifts down all the curves.

Compared to isocell directions sampling, the error drops down
from 0.46% to 0.39% for 10 origins and 104 rays and from
0.019% to 0.015% for 106 rays.

As introduced above, instead of generating a local set of direc-
tions at each origin, the idea of generating a global set of direc-
tions to be distributed among the origins is tested. Figure 8 com-
pares two ways of distributing the global set of directions among
the origins (Gauss spatial sampling). First, the left plot shows
the results when the different directions are distributed randomly
among the origins. On the right, the isocell unit disc sampling
method is slightly modified so that each cell is subdivided into No
equal sub-cells within which the ray is randomly generated. This
method ensures that each origins gets a representative subset of
the global directions set.

There are therefore Nrays/No cells with No subcells. Random
attribution (Figure 8, left plot) does not give good results because
the direction uniformity given by the isocell stratified sampling is
broken up. The isocell sub-stratification sampling on the right plot
gives better results than random distribution among the origins but
slightly worse compared to the local direction sampling.

Choosing the right number of origins is geometry dependent:
the higher the distance ratio (distance between elements / size of
the element), the more important the surface sampling. As the
distance between the surfaces increases (REF decreases), direc-
tion sampling becomes more important than the surface sampling.
This is in line with a accuracy control methods usually employed
in ray-tracing requiring a higher number of rays to achieved the
same confidence level with a given uncertainty for lower REF
(lower distance ratio) [16, 30]. Having a robust strategy inde-
pendent of the number of origins (or ratio between the number of
directions and origins) would be interesting.
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Figure 7 Relative error on the REF between the two quadrangles of Figure 6 for different surface sampling strategies and number of
origins with the isocell direction sampling. Error bars give the average and corresponding standard deviation based on 500
runs.
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Figure 8 Relative error on the REF between the two quadrangles of Figure 6 for isocell global direction sampling and Gauss spatial
sampling. On the left, the directions are distributed randomly among the origins. On the right, sub-stratification of the unit disc
is performed. Error bars for 500 runs.
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Figure 9 Relative error on the REF between the two quadrangles
of Figure 6 for Halton direction sampling and Gauss
spatial sampling. Error bars for 500 runs

Figure 10 shows the results obtained if each rays has its own
origin (Nd/o = 1). The rays directions are randomly distributed
among the same number of origins. Different combination are
tested: isocell direction sampling + Random surface sampling,
isocell direction sampling + Halton surface sampling and Halton
for both direction and surface sampling. All three strategies give
very similar results, better than ESARAD but not as good as lo-
cal direction sampling with Gauss origins sampling. The con-
vergence rate drops down to the ESARAD one (τ = 0.5) and the
curves are almost parallel. The gain in terms of number of rays
required to achieve a given accuracy reduces to approximately 2
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Figure 10 Relative error on the REF between the two quadrangles
of Figure 6 for global direction with the same number
of rays as origins. The different combination of direc-
tion and surface sampling schemes give similar results,
all better than ESARAD. Error bars for 500 runs

instead of 10 or higher with local sampling. There is therefore a
trade-off to be made between having a parameter (number of ori-
gins) difficult to choose and geometry dependent but potentially
giving much better results and removing this parameter at the cost
of a loss of accuracy but still better than conventional technique.

EUI INSTRUMENT ENTRANCE BAFFLE

So far only two faces (elements) were considered. In this sec-
tion, the new method is applied to a real structure with multiple
faces.

The EUI instrument

The Extreme UV Imager instrument (later referred to EUI) is a
remote sensing space instrument currently under development at
the Centre Spatial de Liège (CSL) [31] in Belgium. It was selected
to fly on-board the Solar Orbiter Mission (Figure 11-(a)), the first
European Space Agency medium-class mission (from ESA’s Cos-
mic Vision 2015-2025 Programme) dedicated to study the solar
and heliospheric physics. The spacecraft will be launched in an
Sun-centered orbit with a perihelion as close as 0.28 A.U. (As-
tronomical Unit). The solar heat flux increasing quadratically as
the distance to the Sun decreases, it will reach 13 solar constant
(17500 [W/m2]) at perihelion. The thermal design of the instru-
ment is therefore very critical and the temperature within the in-
strument ranges from 150◦C to -50◦C. Highly reflective baffles
are located at the entrance of the two high resolution imagers. The
entrance baffles are made of CFRP (carbon-fiber-reinforced plas-
tics) with high thermal conductivity carbon fibers. They are in-
ternally coated with an Aluminum coating also developed at CSL
to provide high solar specular reflectivity. Their conical shape
is designed to reflect the unwanted solar flux and protect the en-
trance filters that are located at the end of the baffles. The ex-
treme UV entrance filter is particularly critical because it is made
of a 150 [nm] thick Aluminum foil. A dual heat pipe system is
connected to a thermal interface provided by the spacecraft to re-
move the heat absorbed by the entrance baffles and filters to avoid
overheating. The instrument is depicted in Figure 11-(b). EUI
entrance baffle is an ideal example to test the new method.

(a) (b)

Figure 11 (a) Solar Orbiter spacecraft, artist rendering, Cour-
tesy of ESA & Astrium UK. (b) EUI instrument CAD
model. The entrance baffle of the three channels are
located on the right
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Comparison metrics

So far, only one exchange factor was compared with its refer-
ence value. For more complicated models with many REFs, it is
prohibitive to compare the REF one by one. Global comparison
metrics must be used and are defined here below.

As done in [32], the RMS (root-mean-square) error is used as
comparison metrics for the whole REF matrix. Again, the ref-
erence solution is the ESARAD solution obtained with an suffi-
ciently large number of rays. The reference REFs are noted B∞

i j.
The absolute and relative RMS error are used.

∆B =

√
1

N2
f
∑

i
∑

j
(Bi j−B∞

i j)
2 (9)

As the final results are not the REFs but the temperatures, the
accuracy of the method is also assessed by comparing the temper-
atures based on a pure radiative equilibrium (neither conduction
nor convection). The temperatures are calculated based on the
thermal lumped parameter formalism for its simplicity. In the case
of pure radiative, steady-state heat transfer, the equation becomes
linear in terms of T 4 and can be solved through matrix algebra.
Once the nodal temperatures are computed, the RMS value of the
errors is taken as comparison metric:

∆T =

√
1

N f
∑

i
(Ti−T ∞

i )2 (10)

Results

Figure 12 shows the mesh that is composed of 363 vertices and
360 two-sided shells (i.e. 720 faces). The same 0.8 emittance is
set on both sides. The average face area is 62.8 [mm2] (ranging
from 19 [mm2] to 151 [mm2]) and the average aspect ratio is 1.2
(ranging from 0.2 to 4.8). Although the faces have different areas,
the same number of rays is fired from each face. When faces with
very different area are present in the model, constant ray density
(ray/m2) might be preferred. Figure 13 presents the reference case
temperature. The boundary conditions are a 3K radiative environ-
ment and a conductive interface maintaining the end of the baffle
at 293K.

Figure 12 EUI Extreme-UV channel entrance baffle mesh

Figure 13 Temperature map for the reference radiative case. The
back of the baffle is set to 20◦C and the baffle is in
radiative equilibrium with deep space at 3K
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Figure 14 Convergence of the REF (left) and temperatures (right)
RMS error for gauss local and random global strategies
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Figure 14 shows a summary of the main strategies. It compares
the local isocell direction sampling associated with 10 Gauss ori-
gins and the global isocell direction sampling with one ray per
random origin to ESARAD. The comparison is based on both
REF (left) and temperature (right) metrics.

Saturation of the Gauss spatial sampling is clearly visible with
the REF metric but this effect is smoothed when looking at the
temperatures. It confirms that the number of origins is still driv-
ing the results with an optimum that is configuration dependent.
On the other hand, using the isocell direction sampling with one
ray per origin is more robust and still presents better results than
ESARAD without any additional user input. The temperature ac-
curacy gain of the global isocell direction sampling scheme with
one ray per origin again approaches a factor 2 meaning that 50%
less rays are required to achieve the same level of accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the isocell method to enhance ray tracing for ra-
diative heat transfer analysis was presented. The isocell method
gives more uniform direction sampling and leads to a better con-
vergence rate and accuracy. It has been combined with different
spatial sampling schemes of the emitting surface. The choice of
the spatial sampling of the emitting surface is critical. Gauss spa-
tial sampling gives the best results but the accuracy depends on
the number of origins which is geometry dependent. To over-
come this parameter, a global direction sampling scheme was im-
plemented, firing one ray per origin. While it gives slightly worse
results than Gauss spatial sampling with local direction sampling,
it still presents a reduction of the number of rays by a factor 2
compared to the European Space Agency thermal analysis ray
tracing engine ESARAD. The method was further benchmarked
in the case of a real space structure in terms of both radiative ex-
change factors and temperatures. The same enhancements as in
the 2-faces case was observed with 50% reduction of rays.
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